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The inventions generally relate to load-supporting bases, and more particularly load-supporting bases with retractable wheels.

Description of the Related Art

In some cases heavy objects such as ladders and platforms are desired to be portable to enable their use in a variety of locations. For example, it is a common practice at retail stores to keep inventory in high shelves above the merchandise accessible to customers. The inventory is accessed using a portable ladder device that has wheels enabling the ladder to move about the store. A break device is sometimes provided with these ladders to immobilize the ladder when being used to access the inventory.

Other heavy objects are enabled to move or be immobilized by specialized mechanisms. For example, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. No. 2005/0189005 discloses a wheel lifted from the ground by a foot that is raised and lowered by turning a small screw in clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. Although this allows the apparatus to move on and off of the wheels, the mechanism provided may be inconvenient as the rotation of the screw may be difficult when the apparatus bears a heavy load.

The document EP 1 243 722 describes a load-supporting base with retractable wheels and a control mechanism therefore.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIONS

One aspect of the inventions is to provide a movable base that is easy to move between configurations where the wheels are either deployed or retracted. For example, in one embodiment a base assembly can include a load-bearing base. The load-bearing base can have one or more downward-facing recesses. Additionally, one or more wheels can be rotatably mounted within the load-bearing base. The wheels can be movable between a first wheel position within the one or more downward-facing recesses and a second wheel position extending out of the one or more downward-facing recesses. An actuating member can also be movably coupled to the base. Then, a transmission rod can be coupled to the actuating member such that actuation of the actuating member causes the transmission rod to translate relative to the load-bearing base. Further, a pin can be mounted to the transmission rod. A pin path can be substantially defined by a contoured surface on a control plate rotatably mounted to the load-bearing base. The pin can move from a first stable position and enter into a second stable position along the path upon a first actuation of the actuating member. The pin can exit the second stable position and return to the first stable position along the path upon a second actuation of the actuating member. The motion of the transmission rod can cause the pin to move between the first and second plate positions and the wheels to simultaneously move between the first and second wheel positions.

Another embodiment of the invention can include a base assembly having a load-bearing base. An actuating lever can be movably coupled to the base. A transmission member can operatively couple to the actuating lever. A pumping of the actuating lever can cause the transmission member to move relative to the load-bearing base. A pin can be mounted to one of the transmission member and the load-bearing base. The pin can then move in at least one direction relative to the transmission member or load-bearing base. Further, a control element can be mounted to the other of the transmission member and load-bearing base. The control element can then also move in at least one direction relative to the transmission member or load-bearing base. The control element can have a surface defining at least one stable holding position for the pin. The pin can be received in the stable holding position upon a first pump of the actuating lever and can be separated from the stable holding position upon a second pump of the actuating lever. A plurality of wheels can be rotatably mounted to the load-bearing base. The wheels can be moveable between a first wheel position not supporting the base and a second position where the wheels can support the base. Movement of the wheels between these positions can correspond with the movement of the pin relative to the control element.

In an additional embodiment, a control mechanism can include a pin disposed on a housing. A control element can also be disposed on the housing. The control element can be disposed on the housing such that the control plate can at least move relative to the pin. The control element can also define a surface comprising an angled portion, a holding portion, and an offset portion. A first motion of the control element relative to the pin can cause the pin to traverse the angled portion. A second motion of the control element relative to the pin generally opposite the first motion can cause the holding portion to receive the pin. A third motion of the control element relative to the pin generally in the same direction as the first motion can cause the pin to be separated from the holding port and to traverse the offset portion. A fourth motion of the control element relative to the pin generally in the same direction as the second motion can cause the pin to be separated from the offset portion.

In a further embodiment, a method of controlling a base assembly can be provided. An actuation member can be pumped to deploy one or more wheels to lift a base assembly on said wheels. Further, a pin can be received in a holding portion on a semi-planar contoured surface in response to the pumping of the actuation member. The wheels can be held in a deployed position via
the pin being held in the holding portion. Further pumping of the actuation member can separate the pin from the holding portion and retract the wheels from the deployed position.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] Some preferred embodiments of the inventions will now be more particularly described by reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

[0010] Fig. 1A is a side view of one embodiment of a movable base supporting an umbrella;
[0011] Fig. 1B is a side view of the movable base of Fig. 1A wherein wheels are deployed;
[0012] Fig. 2A is a perspective view of the base of Fig. 1A with the cover removed;
[0013] Fig. 2B is a perspective view of the base with wheels deployed, as in Fig. 1B with the cover removed;
[0014] Fig. 3A is a side view of the base in the configuration depicted in Fig. 2A, with the interior of the frame shown in phantom;
[0015] Fig. 3B is a side view of the base in the configuration depicted in Fig. 2B, with the interior of the frame shown in phantom;
[0016] Fig. 3C is an enlarged side view of the base of Fig. 3B at 3C-3C;
[0017] Fig. 4A is a perspective view of the interior of the frame of the base of Figs. 2A, 2B in a first position;
[0018] Fig. 4B is a perspective view of the interior of the frame of the base of Figs. 2A, 2B in a second position;
[0019] Fig. 4C is a perspective view of the interior of the frame of the base of Figs. 2A, 2B in a third position;
[0020] Fig. 4D is a perspective view of the interior of the frame of the base of Figs. 2A, 2B in a fourth position;
[0021] Fig. 4E is a perspective view of the interior of the frame of the base of Figs. 2A, 2B in a fifth position;
[0022] Fig. 4F is a perspective view of the interior of the frame of the base of Figs. 2A, 2B in a sixth position;
[0023] Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the locking plate of Figs. 4A-4E;
[0024] Fig. 5A is a perspective view of the locking plate of Fig. 5 indicating a path between the positions of Figs. 4A-4F; and
[0025] Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the base of Fig. 4A at 6-6.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] Figures 1A and 2A depict an x-y-z Cartesian coordinate system, with the base assembly 10 primarily lying in the x-y plane. To assist in the description of these components, the following terms are used. As described herein, terms such as "height" refer to distance in the z-direction, and "higher/upward" and "lower/downward" refer to the positive and negative z-direction, respectively. Similarly, terms such as "lateral" will refer to the y-direction and "longitudinal" will refer to the x-direction. However, in other embodiments these axes could be rotated, reversed, or otherwise altered. A detailed description of preferred embodiments of movable base assemblies and their associated methods of use now follows.

[0027] Fig. 1A illustrates one embodiment, in which an umbrella system 1 can include an umbrella mounted on a movable base assembly 10. As depicted, the umbrella includes an umbrella canopy 4 and a single umbrella pole 8. However, in other embodiments the umbrella system 1 can have different forms, such as including a cantilevered umbrella. Further, in other embodiments another item to be supported by the base assembly 10 can be substituted for the umbrella, such as a space heater, street lamp, general purpose cart, semi-mobile furniture such as a desk or chair, or the like. The umbrella pole 8, or other items, can mount to a mounting portion 12 on the base assembly 10.

[0028] As further depicted in Fig. 1B, the base assembly 10 comprises a plurality of wheels 22. Thus, the base assembly 10, and the umbrella (or another load) can be easily rolled to different locations on the wheels 22, when deployed. Comparing Figs. 1A and 1B shows that the wheels 22 can also be retracted.

[0029] Figs. 1A and 1B also depict an actuating member 58, depicted as a lever or foot pedal. As will be discussed further below, the wheels 22 of the umbrella system 1 can be retracted upon actuation of the foot pedal 58. The wheels 22 can be retracted into a cover 14, and the cover can then substantially bear the weight of the umbrella or other load. When the wheels 22 are retracted, the bottom surface of the cover 14 can produce sufficient friction with the ground to substantially hinder sliding or other lateral movement of the umbrella system 1. Thus, in some embodiments the umbrella assembly 1 can stay in a desired position when the wheels are retracted.

[0030] It will be noted that, in the depicted embodiment, the wheels 22 can continue to contact the ground on which the base assembly 10 (and the cover 14) rest even when the wheels 22 are in a retracted position, as will be explained further below. Nevertheless, the wheels 22 can bare a relatively small portion of the weight of the umbrella system 1 in comparison to the cover 14. Thus, even though the wheels 22 can contact the ground, the cover 14 can still substantially prevent sliding or rolling of the umbrella system 1. However, in other embodiments the wheels 22 can be configured to not touch the ground when in a retracted position.

[0031] Figs. 2A and 2B depict the base assembly 10 without the cover 14. The cover 14, when present as in Fig. 1B, can rest on the remainder of the base assembly 10, such as on the frame 18 depicted in Figs. 2A and 2B. Thus, the deployed wheels 22 can support the frame 18, the frame 18 can support the cover 14, and the cover 14 can support a load, such as an umbrella. When the cover 14 is present, as depicted in Fig. 1A, the wheels 22 can be withdrawn or retracted into one or more downward facing recess defined by the cover. The cover 14 can then, as discussed above, be in direct contact with and
be supported by the ground. The wheels 22 can thus be suspended above the ground by the cover 14, or alternatively bear a relatively small portion of the weight of the umbrella system.

[0032] The cover 14 is depicted as completely covering the frame 18 and other parts of the base assembly 10, but the cover can also take other forms. For example, in some embodiments the cover 14 can be a secondary frame with a generally skeletal form. In other embodiments, the cover 14 can substantially cover the base but leave certain windows open. Thus, downward facing recesses on the cover 14 that receive the retracted wheels 22 need not be fully enclosed in all embodiments. Further, in some of these embodiments the cover 14 can have a multi-part form, including structural portion and an aesthetic portion to conceal the structural portion such as a shroud. In other embodiments, the cover 14 can be integrated into the frame 18.

[0033] As depicted in Figs. 2A-3C and discussed above, the base assembly 10 includes a frame 18. The frame 18 can include one or more wheel assemblies 20 and is depicted as having four. As depicted, the wheel assemblies are arranged in a rectangular orientation (although other orientations and numbers of wheels are possible). Further, the frame 18 has two side housings 30 connected both by a cross-beam 38 and an actuating shaft 54, and the wheel assemblies 20 mount at generally opposite ends of the side housings 30 in hollow wheel receiving portions 33. Each wheel assembly 20 can include a wheel 22 mounted to a wheel mount 26. The wheel mount 26 is best depicted in Figs. 2B and 3C, extending out of the hollow wheel receiving portion 33 extending downward from the side housing 30.

[0034] In some embodiments the wheel mount 26 can include an internal spring or shock 24 (depicted in Fig. 3C) that can reduce stresses on the frame 18, the base assembly 10, and the umbrella system due to shocks such as bumps in a surface the wheels 22 roll over. Additionally, a biasing element such as a spring 24 can help push the wheels 22 into the deployed position. As shown, the spring 24 can be positioned generally between the wheel assembly 20 and the side housing 30. Thus, the spring 24 can push the wheel assembly 20 away from the side housing 30, and toward the deployed position. The force with which the spring 24 biases the wheels 22 into the deployed position can be configured to be generally less than the force necessary to deploy the wheels. In some embodiments, the deployment of the wheels 22 coincides with a lifting of the umbrella assembly 1 off the cover 14. Thus, even with the spring 24, the wheels 22 can still remain in a retracted position and the cover 14 can substantially support the load, despite the countervailing bias from the spring. This countervailing bias provided by the spring can also reduce the force on the actuating member 58 necessary to deploy the wheels 22, as it can press the wheels 22 toward such a position.

[0035] As further depicted, the wheel assembly 20 can mount to one or more pins 42 within a vertical slot 36a in the wheel receiving portion 33, and to a wheel connector 40 with a matching connector on the opposite side via the pin. As best depicted in Fig. 3C, the pin 42 in the vertical slot 36a could potentially interfere with the spring 24. Accordingly, in some embodiments the pin 42 in the vertical slot 36a can be a pair of shortened fasteners that do not protrude through the entirety of the wheel receiving portion 33 and the two wheel connectors 40 on either side thereof. For example, there can be two pins 42 (one on each side of the wheel receiving portion) that each pass through a wheel connector 40, one side of the vertical slot 36a, and an adjacent side of the wheel mount 26. In some embodiments the pin 42 can thread into the wheel mount 26, thus securing the wheel mount to the wheel connector 40 by a screw-connection.

[0036] The connectors 40 can also mount within a horizontal slot 36b via one or more pins 42. Additionally, this pin 42 can extend through a side of the wheel connectors 40 opposite the other pin 42. The pin 42 can potentially be held by a screw and bolt connection (although other arrangements are contemplated). Each of the pins 42 can allow relative rotation and translation between the wheel connectors 40 and the vertical and horizontal slots 36a, 36b, as the pins 42 translate through the slots. Thus, the wheel assembly 20 can translate vertically, through the wheel receiving portion 33, as the associated pin 42 translates through the vertical slot 36a. This can occur in response to a horizontal motion of the pin 42 in the horizontal slot 36b, via the connector 40 spanning the pins. Accordingly, the wheel assembly 20 can be moved between at least two positions: one of which being deployed and extending farther out of the wheel receiving portion 33 to support the umbrella system 1; and the other being more retracted into the wheel receiving portion and allowing the cover 14 to support the umbrella system.

[0037] As described above, all four wheel assemblies 20 in the depicted embodiment have motion controlled by a mechanism. However, other embodiments are contemplated, in combination with the other features described herein. For example, as depicted, the two wheels closer to the foot pedal 58 can have an additional set of bearings 28 allowing these wheels to swivel independently, improving the steerability of the umbrella system 1. In other embodiments, the slots 36a,b can be oriented in other directions and the wheel connectors 40 can have different shapes or forms. Further, in some embodiments the wheel assemblies 20 can move via other mechanisms such as a gear-assembly that translates horizontal motion into vertical motion (such as a worm gear interacting with a standard gear) or a slider pressing against a slanted surface.

[0038] The pin 42 mounted in the horizontal slot 36b can also mount to a roller 44. The roller 44 can be positioned within an extended hollow shaft 32 of the side housing 30. In some embodiments, the roller 44 can include two wheels surrounding a transmission member in the form of a transmission member 46 that is also mounted on the pin 42, as best depicted in Figs. 3A-3C. In the
illustrated embodiments, the transmission member 46 is a rod. As will be described further below, the transmission member 46 can transmit an actuating force from an actuating member such as the lever 58 to the wheel assemblies 20 that are on the opposite side of the base assembly 10. Thus, the wheels 22 on both ends of the base assembly 10 can be moved between deployed and retracted positions.

[0039] Additionally, the transmission member 46 can include a control mounting section 48 in an intermediate section of the transmission member. As will be further discussed below, this control mounting section 48 of the transmission member 46 can be generally adjacent a corresponding control mounting section 39 of the side housing 30, and the control mounting sections can receive associated components that can control the movement of the wheel assemblies 20.

[0040] As depicted, the opposite ends of the transmission member 46 can mount to the pins 42. The pins 42 can associate with wheel connectors 40, and in turn with wheel assemblies 20, on each side of the transmission member 46. The transmission member 46 can mount to or form a part of a linkage. In the depicted embodiment the linkage can include a first connector 50 at the end of the transmission member 46 closer to the actuating member 58. The transmission member 46 mounts to the first connector via a pin 42 in this embodiment. The pin 42 also connects to a wheel connector 40, as discussed above. The first connector 50 can thus be pivotally mounted to the transmission member 46, and can in turn be pivotally mounted to a second connector 52. The second connector 52 can then be pivotally mounted to the side housing 30 at a rotational mounting portion 34 depicted as being at an end of the side housing 30. Thus, rotation of the second connector 52 relative to the side housing 30 can result in a translation of the transmission member 46 relative to the side housing.

[0041] Further, an intermediate portion of the second connector 52 can receive an actuating shaft 54. As depicted, the actuating shaft 54 can have a hexagonal shape that resists rotation relative to a hexagonal hole in the second connector 52 that receives the shaft. Other shapes, combinations of shapes (e.g., tight-fitting, non-circular shapes), and mechanisms (e.g. locking pin or clamp) are also possible for the shaft and corresponding hole. By these combinations of connections, a rotation of the actuating shaft 54 can cause a rotation of the second connector 52 about the side housing 30, which can cause a translation of the transmission member 46 as described above. Translation of the transmission member 46 can cause the wheel assemblies 20 farther from the actuating member 58 to move between deployed and retracted positions. Notably, the wheel assemblies 20 disposed closer to the actuating member 58 can have a more direct connection to the actuating member 58 (e.g., through the first and second connectors 50, 52). Thus, these closer wheel assemblies 20 can move between deployed and retracted positions in the depicted embodiment, without the assistance of the transmission member 46.

[0042] Thus, the rotation of the actuating shaft 54 can cause the motion of all wheel assemblies 20 between deployed and retracted positions in certain embodiments. However, in other embodiments different mechanisms can be used. For example, in some embodiments it may be desirable to only deploy/retract certain wheels, such as the wheels closer to or farther from the actuating member 58. In other embodiments, the same wheels can be moved by other mechanisms, such as a cam shaft on the actuating shaft 54 pushing or pulling a transmission member 46. Even further, in some embodiments the motion can be actuated by a mechanism other than a rotating shaft.

[0043] In the depicted embodiment, the rotation of the actuating shaft 54 can be initiated via a rotation piece 56 also rotationally fixed with the actuating shaft with a hexagonal hole. The rotation piece 56 can include a slot that receives an actuating member 58 depicted as a lever with a foot pedal. Thus, when a user applies a downward pressure to the foot pedal, the actuating member 58 can rotate and cause a corresponding rotation of the rotation piece 56 and the actuating shaft 54. This application of pressure to the actuating member 58 can thus cause a movement of the wheel assemblies 20 between deployed and retracted positions. In other embodiments, this actuation can be supplied by other mechanisms such as a rotatable hand crank, translating foot pedal, or the like. In some embodiments, a foot pedal may be preferable as the foot can generally provide a stronger force, especially when pressing downward.

[0044] In further embodiments, it may be desirable to provide additional controls on the motion of the wheel assemblies 20. For example, when the wheels 22 are deployed and they hold the weight of the umbrella assembly 1, the weight could be sufficient to push the wheel assemblies 20 back into a retracted position. In some embodiments friction may be sufficient to prevent this movement absent additional forces (such as pressure on the actuating member 58). Such friction can arise in the depicted embodiment between the wheel assemblies 20 and the wheel receiving portions 33, between the rollers 44 and the extended hollow shaft 32, and between the pins 42 and their various corresponding surfaces. However, in other embodiments such friction might not be sufficient. Further, greater control over the motion of the wheel assemblies 20 may be desired for other reasons, such as to put the base assembly 10 into a safety lock to more robustly prevent motion.

[0045] Thus, a control assembly 60 can also be provided, as depicted in detail in Figs. 3C-6. As discussed above, the side housing 30 and the transmission member 46 can both include control mounting sections 39, 48, to which control features can be mounted. The side housing’s control mounting section 39 can include an extended slot on a lower portion of the side housing, and a plurality of mounting holes to receive a plate mount 62. The
transmission member’s control mounting section 48 can include a pin slot 49 facing downward, and a similar plurality of mounting holes to receive a pin housing 66.

[0046] The plate mount 62 can receive a control element such as the depicted control plate 70, and the pin housing 66 can receive a pin 68. With the housing 66 and mount 62, relative motion can be provided between the pin 68 and the plate 70 as the transmission member 46 moves through the extended hollow shaft 32 of the side housing 30. This relative motion can overlap with surfaces of the control element 70 that define one or more stable holding positions in which the pin 68 can stop. These position can, for example, correspond to positions of the transmission member 46 associated with deployed and/or retracted positions of the wheel assemblies 20. In some embodiments, a controlled relative movement between the pin 68 and the plate 70 is provided by one or more contours defined on the plate 70. In some cases, at least one protrusion is provided to cause a change in the direction of the relative movement of the plate 70 and/or the pin 68.

[0047] As best depicted in Fig. 6, the pin 68 can have a circular T-shape, although other shapes are possible. A circular T-shape can include, for example, an elongate cylinder extending away from a shorter and wider cylinder. The pin 68 can reside within a slot 49 in the transmission member 46 shaped to accommodate a wider portion 68a of the pin. Further, the pin 68 can be movably mounted within the pin housing 66, the pin housing 66 mounted around the slot 49. Thus, the pin 68 can be retained in the slot 49 by the pin housing 66, which is depicted as a U-shaped bracket shaped to mount on the transmission member 46 and can include generally semi-circular cut-outs to accommodate the wider portion 68a of the pin (see Figs. 4A-4F, 6). However, at the base of the pin housing 66 the housing can include a bore sized to only accommodate a narrower portion 68b of the pin 68, as depicted in Fig. 6. Accordingly, the pin housing 66 can retain the pin 68 and hinder the pin’s escape from the pin housing 66 and the slot 49 in the transmission member 30. The pin housing 66 can then be securely fixed to the transmission member 46 by pin or screw joints that can pass through the pin housing 66 and optionally also the transmission member.

[0048] Thus, the pin housing 66 and slot 49 can define a central bore that allows travel of the wider portion 68a of the pin 68 within the pin housing. This can allow the pin 68 to move up and down within the pin housing 66 and the slot 49, such that the length of the narrow portion of the pin 68 extending beyond the housing can increase and decrease as the pin moves. This movement can bring the pin 68 to extended and retracted positions. Simultaneously, the pin 68 can interact with the control plate 70, as further described below. In some embodiments, the pin 68 can also be biased to an extended position by gravity, by a spring mounted within the housing 66, magnetic forces between the pin and other features, or other mechanisms.

[0049] Similar to the pin housing 66, the plate mount 62 can have a U-shape and be securely fixed to the side housing 30 much like the pin housing 66 mounts to the transmission member 46. Also like the pin housing 66, the plate mount 62 can have a bore through its base that can receive a pin. The depicted plate mount 62 also includes a lower slot 63 on a side of the base of the U-shape features, as best shown in Figs. 3C, 4A. Within the slot 63, the plate mount 62 can receive a control plate 70 in the lower slot 63, mounted on a pin passing through the bore in the plate mount 62. Thus, the control plate 70 can be rotatably mounted at a pivot 89 to the plate mount 62, and accordingly to the side housing 30.

[0050] The control element 70, depicted as a control plate can be substantially planar or semi-planar and have a contoured upper surface adjacent the pin 68 and a spring mounting portion 88 on an opposite side of the control plate’s pivot 89 from the contoured surface. A spring 64 can attach to the control plate 70 at the spring mounting portion 88 and extend to a spring mounting portion 37 on the side housing 30. The side housing’s spring mounting portion 37 can be generally adjacent the wheel receiving portion 33 nearer the actuating member 58, but other orientations and positions are contemplated. The spring mounting portion 88 of the control plate 70, along with the spring 64, can bias the control plate to rotate to a position generally aligned relative to, e.g., the pin 68. In other embodiments this bias can be achieved by different mechanisms, such as a torsional spring, a bendable plate, a leaf spring, or the like. As will be further discussed below, the control plate 70 can be rotated out of its aligned position by the pin 68, but can then return to this position under the force of the spring 64.

[0051] The contoured surface 70a is best depicted in Figs. 5, 5A. On one side of a contoured end 70b of the control plate 70, the control plate can have an angled portion 72. The angled portion 72 can form a gradual increase in height of the upper surface of the control plate 70, or a gradual thickening of the control plate. The angled portion 72 can transition into a first broad portion 74. In the depicted embodiment the transition can be at a corner, but in other embodiments there can be a smooth transition between the angled portion 72 and the first broad portion 74.

[0052] As depicted, the first broad portion 74 can be generally flat, although this may vary in other embodiments. Also, the broad portion 74 need not necessarily be wider than the angled portion 72, but rather can have a narrower region near the angled portion 72 and a wider region spaced farther away from the angled portion 72. The first broad portion 74 can include a plurality of guide features, which can be configured as protrusions that extend away from the generally flat area of the first broad portion 74. The guide features are shown in the figures as a guide piece 76 and a hook 78 protruding up from the broad portion. The guide piece 76, as depicted, can be generally triangular and centered along the control plate 70, spaced from the angled portion 72 by the first
The hook 78 can have a generally curved shape and be located between the guide piece 76 and the angled portion 72. The hook 78 can have a concave portion facing into the control plate 70 and toward the pivot 89, to form a holding portion 80. A convex portion of the hook 78 can face toward the contoured end 70b of the control plate. As further depicted, the convex portion of the hook 78 can include a slanted wall 79 along the angled portion 72. The slanted wall 79 can extend transversely to a center of the control plate 70. In some embodiments, a guide feature is provided in place of the hook 78 that has an angled surface on one side and a notch on the opposite side. The angled surface can extend the entire width of the guide feature, e.g., transversely across the plate 70. The angled surface can form one portion of a convex surface. In some embodiments, the notch comprises two surfaces angled toward each other, e.g., a concave surface.

Between the guide piece 76 and the hook 78, the first broad portion 74 can meet a first offset portion depicted as a first ledge 82. The first ledge 82 can be between the guide piece 76 and the hook 78, and separate the first broad portion 74 from a second broad portion 84. In some embodiments the first ledge 82 can extend at an angle relative to the longitudinal axis of the guide plate 70 (see Figure 5). The ledge 82 can be disposed between the guide piece 76 and the hook 78 to separate the broad portions 74, 84. The second broad portion 84 can also be generally flat, although that can also vary in other embodiments. The second broad portion 84 can extend to a second offset portion depicted as a second ledge 86 at the end of the contoured surface 70a of the control plate 70. Thus, as depicted, the edge 70b of the contoured surface 70a of the control plate 70, opposite the spring mounting portion 88, can be include two portions: the angled portion 72 and the second ledge 86.

The pin 68 can move along the contoured upper surface 70a of the control plate 70 to control the motion of the wheel assemblies 20 upon actuation of the actuating member 58. This control of the motion along the control plate 70 is best depicted in Figs. 4A-4F and 5A. As depicted in Fig. 4A, the pin 68 can initially be fully extended away from the pin housing 66 and generally separated from the control plate 70. The pin 68 can be stable in this position, and thus form a first stable position. The transmission member 46 can be configured to have a position corresponding to the first stable position of the pin 68, wherein the transmission member is disposed generally away from the actuating member 58, with the wheel assemblies 20 disposed in a retracted position as discussed above.

Then, upon actuation of the actuating member 58, such as a pump of the foot pedal, the transmission member 46 can translate toward the actuating member 58. This translation can bring the wheel assemblies 20 into a deployed position, as discussed above. Additionally, the motion can move the pin 68 toward the control plate 70, as best depicted in Figs. 4B, 4C. The pin 68 can contact the slanted wall 79, which can guide the pin 68 along the angled portion 72 of the plate 70. In one embodiment the slanted wall 79 extends generally transversely across a central portion of the control plate 70, and the control plate 70 is biased toward a centered position. In this embodiment, initial contact between the pin 68 and the plate at the slanted wall is encouraged. In other embodiments, the slanted wall 79 can extend transversely on the plate 70 between two ends both of which are offset laterally of a longitudinal axis of the plate 70. For example, the slanted wall 79 can be configured such that a projection of the ends of the wall onto a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the plate 70 is less than half the width of the plate 70. These arrangements enable relative sliding movement of the pin 68 relative to the plate 70 without causing the pin 68 to travel beyond the lateral edge of the plate. The movement to the angled portion 72 can be further encouraged by the second ledge 86, which can generally hinder movement of the pin 68 onto the second broad portion 84.

As the pin 68 moves up the angled portion 72, the pin can generally move into a retracted position within the pin housing 66. Further, the pin 68 can push against the slanted wall 79, causing the control plate 70 to rotate, accommodating the pin’s motion toward the control plate, as best depicted in Fig. 4B. For matters of convenience, at some portions herein the pin may be described as moving in a lateral or transverse direction along the control plate, which includes movement that is perpendicular to the primary axis of the transmission member 46. However, in the depicted embodiment it will be understood that this is a relative movement, partially caused by the rotation of the control plate 70 relative to the side housing 30, the pin 68, and the remainder of the umbrella system 1. Nevertheless, in other embodiments the pin 68 can be configured to move in such lateral or transverse directions, such as within a lateral or transverse slot in the pin housing 66 as a contoured surface 70a remains in a static position. Similarly, in some embodiments the pin 68 can remain in a static lateral and transverse position as the contoured surface 70a travels relative to the pin.

After the pin 68 has moved up the angled portion 72, it can be held in its retracted position within the pin housing 66 by the first broad portion 74. The pin 68 can eventually move along the first broad portion 74, past the slanted wall 79 of the hook 78. Subsequently, the control plate 70 can pivot back toward a centered position, as the pin 68 no longer contacts the hook 78 to push the plate, as best depicted in Fig. 4C. However, the pin 68 thereafter can contact the guide piece 76. In the depicted embodiment, the guide piece 76 contacting the pin 68 can hold the control plate 70 slightly off-center, e.g. rotated inwardly toward a central area of the frame 18. At this point, the actuating member 58 can be released, allowing the transmission member 46 to translate back and away from the actuating member. This can similarly cause the pin 68 to move back, away from the control plate 70, and toward the angled portion 72. However, the
pin 68 can be guided by the guide piece 76 into the concave holding portion 80 of the hook 78, as best depicted in Fig. 4D.

[0058] The hook 78 can define a holding portion 80, where the pin 68 can be generally held to hinder further relative translation between the pin 68 and the control plate 70. Similarly, this can generally hinder further movement of the transmission member 46 and the wheel assemblies 20 relative to the rest of the umbrella system 1. Thus, in some embodiments, the wheel assemblies can then be locked in a deployed position. As discussed above, in this position the force of the load on the base assembly 10 is directed to urge the wheel assemblies 20 toward a retracted position, and correspondingly to urge the pin 68 away from the control plate 70. However, this force and urged motion can be substantially opposed and prevented by the hook 78.

[0059] The pin 68 can be brought out of engagement with the hook 78 and the holding portion 80 upon a second actuation of the actuating member 58, as best depicted in Fig. 4E. Upon this second actuation, the pin 68 can be moved toward the pivot 89. The pin 68 can then encounter another surface of the guide piece 76, which can bias the pin toward the second broad portion 84 and the first offset portion 82 (or alternatively, rotate the control plate 70 as such). The pin 68 can then pass over the first offset portion 82, allowing the pin 68 to extend further out of the pin housing 66.

[0060] Then, when the actuating member 58 is released the pin 62 can move off the second broad portion 84 (and the control plate 70) and over the second offset portion 86, as best depicted in Fig. 4E. This path can be guided by the first offset portion 82. The first offset portion 82 can be substantially steep such that the pin 68 can not easily move back onto the first broad portion 74, which is higher than the second broad portion 84. Additionally, the first offset portion 82 can be angled, guiding the pin 68 toward the second offset portion 86. This angled portion of the first offset portion 82 can cause a rotation of the control plate 70 that is similar to that caused by interactions between the pin 68 and the slanted wall 79 discussed above. In some embodiments this rotation can be in the opposite direction, for example to accommodate the pin 68 on the opposite side of the control plate 70.

[0061] The pin 68 can then pass over the second offset portion 86 and return to its original extended position as depicted in Fig. 4F. Similarly, the control plate 70, via the force of the spring 64, can return to its original rotational position. The second offset portion 86 can be substantially steep, such that the pin 68 cannot easily move back onto the second broad portion 84. Thus, with two actuations of the actuating member 58, the pin 68 can make a closed loop along the surface of the control plate 70, bringing the pin 68 back to the position depicted in Fig. 4A. In one embodiment the motion of the pin 68 is configured such that the pin can also be guided through a non-intersecting loop.

[0062] In the motion of the pin 68 a plurality (e.g., two) stable positions can be defined. First, depicted in Fig. 4A, the pin 68 can be fully extended and generally off the control plate 70. Then, upon a first actuation or pump of the actuating member 58, the pin 68 can move into the holding portion 80, as depicted in Fig. 4D. Then, upon a second actuation or pump of the actuating member 58, the pin 68 can return to the position of Fig. 4A. Between the two positions the pin 68 traverses a guided path on the control plate 70 as the wheel assemblies 20 move between retracted and deployed positions. In one embodiment the deployed position corresponds with the holding portion 80 and the retracted position corresponds with the pin positioned away from the control plate 70.

[0063] Other embodiments are possible. For example, in some embodiments the retracted and deployed positions can be associated with other relative positions between the pin 68 and the control plate 70, such as the retracted position being associated with the holding portion 80 and the deployed position being associated with the pin 68 away from the control plate 70. Additionally, in some embodiments the control plate 70 and the pin 68 can be arranged and formed to provide more than two stable positions, such as where the control plate 70 defines more than one holding portion 80. Providing more stable positions can allow a greater variety of positions for the wheel assemblies 20, or other elements.

For example, in some embodiments the pin 68 and the control plate 70 can define a mid-deployed position where some but not all of the wheel assemblies 20 fully extend beyond the cover 14. Further, in some embodiments all of the stable positions can be defined with the pin 68 contacting the control plate 70.

[0064] Various associations between the positions of the pin 68 and the control plate 70 with the wheel assemblies 20 (or other elements) can be further supported by other features. For example, in some embodiments a biasing member can be added that biases the control assembly 60 toward a particular position. In one embodiment, a spring can be mounted between the transmission member 46 and the side housing 30, pulling the transmission member toward a position associated with the wheel assemblies 20 being deployed.

[0065] Further, in some embodiments the control assembly 60 can be used in other contexts. For example, in some embodiments the control assembly 60 can control a reversible jack, a braking system, a locking mechanism or the like. In such embodiments, the control assembly 60, including elements such as the control plate 70 and the pin 68, can be separated from the side housing 30 and other elements of the umbrella assembly 1. The control assembly 60 can then be integrated into an alternative assembly with which it will be used.

[0066] The umbrella system 1 can be formed from a variety of materials. For example, in some embodiments a majority of the base assembly 10 can be metal, such as the side housing 30. However, the wheels 22 and pins 20 can be formed from other materials, such as a hardened plastic. The use of other materials is also contem-
Claims

1. A control mechanism comprising:
   an actuating member (58);
   a pin (68) mounted to move in at least one direction relative to a housing (66);
   a control element (70) disposed on the housing to move in at least one direction relative to the pin upon actuating of the actuating member, wherein the control element (70) comprises a surface (70a) defining at least one stable holding position for the pin such that the pin (68) can be received in the stable holding position upon a first actuation of the actuating member (58) and can be separated from the stable holding position upon a second actuation of the actuating member (58).

2. The control element of Claim 1, wherein the surface (70a) comprises an angled portion (72), a holding portion (80), and an offset portion (82), the holding portion (80) corresponding with the stable holding position, wherein upon the first actuation the pin (68) is caused to traverse the angled portion (72) and then be received by the holding portion (80), and wherein upon the second actuation the pin (68) is caused to traverse the offset portion and then to be separated from the offset portion.

3. The control mechanism of Claim 2, wherein the offset portion (82) generally allows relative movement of the pin (68) in a first direction across the offset portion and hinders relative movement of the pin in an opposite direction across the offset portion.

4. The control mechanism of any of the preceding claims, wherein the control element (70) is rotatably coupled to the housing (66).

5. The control mechanism of Claim 4, wherein the control element (70) is biased toward a centered position.

6. The control mechanism of either of Claims 4 and 5, wherein a rotation of the control element (70) partially defines the motion of the control element relative to the pin (68).

7. The control mechanism of any of Claims 4-6, wherein the motion of the control element (70) relative to the pin (68) causes the pin to exert a force on the control element causing a rotation of the control element.

8. The control mechanism of any of the preceding claims, wherein the stable holding position comprises a hook (78).

9. A base assembly (10) comprising the control mechanism of any of the preceding claims, further comprising:
   a load bearing base operatively coupled to at least one of the pin (68) and the control element (70), the actuating member (58) being movably coupled to the base;
   a transmission member (46) operatively coupled to the actuating member and to the other of the pin and the control element, such that a motion of the actuating member causes a motion of the transmission member relative to the base, and a motion of the transmission member relative to the base causes a motion of the pin relative to the control element; and
   one or more wheels (22) rotatably mounted within the load bearing base and moveable between a first wheel position not supporting the base and a second position wherein the one or more wheels can support the base, wherein the movement of the one or more wheels corresponds with the movement of the pin (68) relative to the control element (70).

10. The base assembly of Claim 9, further comprising a cover (14) disposed on the base opposite the wheels, wherein the cover supports the base when the wheels are in the first wheel position.

11. The base assembly of either of Claims 9 and 10, wherein the surface (70a) of the control element (70) generally hinders the pin from moving directly back-and-forth as it moves into and out of the holding position.

12. The base assembly of any of Claims 9-11, wherein the surface (70a) of the control element generally directs the pin into a looped path in and out of the holding position.

13. A method of controlling a base assembly (10) comprising:
   pumping an actuation member (58) to deploy one or more wheels (22) to lift a base assembly on said wheels;
   causing a pin (68) to be received in a holding portion on a semi-planar contoured surface in response to the pumping;
   holding the wheels (22) in a deployed position via the pin being held in the holding portion; and
   pumping the actuation member (58) to separate the pin (68) from the holding portion and retract the wheels (22) from the deployed position.
14. The method of Claim 13, wherein the step of causing a pin (68) to be received further comprises bringing the pin (68) from an extended position to a retracted position.

15. The method of either of Claims 13 and 14, wherein the semi-planar contoured surface rotates as the pin (68) is received in the holding portion.

16. The method of any of Claims 13-15, wherein the steps cause the pin (68) to move in a substantially non-intersecting loop relative to the contoured surface.

Patentansprüche

1. Steuermechanismus, der aufweist:
   ein Betätigungselement (58);
   einen Stift (68), der montiert ist, um sich in mindestens einer Richtung relativ zu einem Gehäuse (66) zu bewegen;
   ein Steuerelement (70), das am Gehäuse angeordnet ist, um sich in mindestens einer Richtung relativ zum Stift beim Betätigen des Betätigungselementes zu bewegen, wobei das Steuerelement (70) eine Fläche (70a) aufweist, die mindestens eine stabile Halteposition für den Stift definiert, so dass der Stift (68) in der stabilen Halteposition bei einer ersten Betätigung des Betätigungselementes (58) aufgenommen und aus der stabilen Halteposition bei einer zweiten Betätigung des Betätigungselementes (58) getrennt werden kann.

2. Steuermechanismus nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Fläche (70a) aufweist: einen abgewinkelten Abschnitt (72); einen Halteabschnitt (80); und einen versetzten Abschnitt (82), wobei der Halteabschnitt (80) der stabilen Halteposition entspricht, wobei bei der ersten Betätigung der Stift (68) veranlasst wird, den abgewinkelten Abschnitt (72) zu durchqueren und danach vom Halteabschnitt (80) aufgenommen wird, und wobei bei der zweiten Betätigung der Stift (68) veranlasst wird, den versetzten Abschnitt zu durchqueren und danach vom versetzten Abschnitt getrennt wird.


4. Steuermechanismus nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem das Steuerelement (70) drehbar mit dem Gehäuse (66) verbunden ist.

5. Steuermechanismus nach Anspruch 4, bei dem das Steuerelement (70) in eine zentrierte Position vorgespannt wird.

6. Steuermechanismus nach einem der Ansprüche 4 und 5, bei dem eine Drehung des Steuerelementes (70) teilweise die Bewegung des Steuerelementes relativ zum Stift (68) definiert.

7. Steuermechanismus nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 6, bei dem die Bewegung des Steuerelementes (70) relativ zum Stift (68) bewirkt, dass der Stift eine Kraft auf das Steuerelement ausübt, wodurch eine Drehung des Steuerelementes bewirkt wird.

8. Steuermechanismus nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die stabile Halteposition einen Haken (78) aufweist.

9. Sockelbaugruppe (10), die den Steuermechanismus nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche aufweist, die außerdem aufweist:
   einen tragenden Sockel, der funktionell mit mindestens einem von Stift (68) und Steuerelement (70) verbunden ist, wobei das Betätigungselement (58) beweglich mit dem Sockel verbunden ist;
   ein Übertragungselement (46), das funktionell mit dem Betätigungselement und dem anderen von Stift und Steuerelement verbunden ist, so dass eine Bewegung des Betätigungselementes eine Bewegung des Übertragungselementes relativ zum Sockel bewirkt, und wobei eine Bewegung des Übertragungselementes relativ zum Sockel eine Bewegung des Stiftes relativ zum Steuerelement bewirkt, und ein oder mehrere Räder (22), die drehbar innerhalb des tragenden Sockels montiert und zwischen einer ersten Radposition, die nicht den Sockel trägt, und einer zweiten Position beweglich sind, bei der die eine oder die mehreren Räder den Sockel tragen können, wobei die Bewegung des einen oder der mehreren Räder der Bewegung des Stiftes (68) relativ zum Steuerelement (70) entspricht.

10. Sockelbaugruppe nach Anspruch 9, die außerdem eine Abdeckung (14) aufweist, die auf dem Sockel entgegengesetzt den Rädern angeordnet ist, wobei die Abdeckung den Sockel trägt, wenn sich die Räder in der ersten Radposition befinden.

11. Sockelbaugruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 9 und 10, bei der die Fläche (70a) des Steuerelementes
(70) im Allgemeinen verhindert, dass sich der Stift direkt vorwärts und rückwärts bewegt, während er sich in die und aus der Halteposition heraus bewegt.

12. Sockelbaugruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 11, bei der die Fläche (70a) des Steuerelementes den Stift im Allgemeinen in eine schleifenartige Bahn in die und aus der Halteposition heraus lenkt.

13. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Sockelbaugruppe (10), das die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

Pumpen eines Betätigungselementes (58), um ein oder mehrere Räder (22) aufzurichten, um eine Sockelbaugruppe auf die Räder zu heben; Bewirken, dass ein Stift (68) in einem Halteabschnitt auf einer halbebenen profilierter Fläche als Reaktion auf das Pumpen aufgenommen wird; Halten der Räder (22) in einer aufgerichteten Position mittels des Stiftes, der im Halteabschnitt gehalten wird, und Pumpen des Betätigungselementes (58), um den Stift (68) aus dem Halteabschnitt zu trennen und die Räder (22) aus der aufgerichteten Position zurückzuziehen.


15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 13 und 14, bei dem sich die halbebene profilierter Schleife in einer im Wesentlichen nichtschneidenden Schleife relativ zur profilierter Fläche bewegt.

Revidications

1. Mécanisme de commande, comprenant :

un élément d’actionnement (58) ;
une broche (68), montée de sorte à se déplacer dans au moins une direction par rapport à un boîtier (66) ;
un élément de commande (70), agencé sur le boîtier de sorte à se déplacer dans au moins une direction par rapport à la broche lors de l’actionnement de l’élément d’actionnement, dans lequel l’élément de commande (70) comprend une surface (70a) définissant au moins une position de retenue stable pour la broche, de sorte que la broche (68) peut être reçue dans la position de retenue stable lors d’un premier actionnement de l’élément d’actionnement (58) et peut être séparée de la position de retenue stable lors d’un deuxième actionnement de l’élément d’actionnement (52).

2. Mécanisme de commande selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la surface (70a) comprend une partie inclinée (72), une partie de retenue (80) et une partie décalée (82), la partie de retenue (80) correspondant à la position de retenue stable, dans lequel, lors du premier actionnement, la broche (68) est entraînée à traverser la partie inclinée (72) et est reçue ensuite par la partie de retenue (80), et dans lequel, lors du deuxième actionnement, la broche (68) est entraînée à traverser la partie décalée avant d’être séparée de la partie décalée.

3. Mécanisme de commande selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la partie décalée (82) permet en général un déplacement relatif de la broche (68) dans une première direction à travers la partie décalée, et empêche un déplacement relatif de la broche dans une direction opposée à travers la partie décalée.

4. Mécanisme de commande selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’élément de commande (70) est accouplé de manière rotative au boîtier (66).

5. Mécanisme de commande selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’élément de commande (70) est poussé vers une position centrée.

6. Mécanisme de commande selon l’une des revendications 4 et 5, dans lequel la rotation de l’élément de commande (70) définit en partie le déplacement de l’élément de commande par rapport à la broche (68).

7. Mécanisme de commande selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 6, dans lequel le déplacement de l’élément de commande (70) par rapport à la broche (68) entraîne la broche à exercer une force sur l’élément de commande, entraînant une rotation de l’élément de commande.

8. Mécanisme de commande selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la position de retenue stable comprend un crochet (78).

9. Assemblage de base (10), comprenant le mécanisme de commande selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre :

une base de support de charge, accouplée opé-
rationnellement à au moins un élément, la broche (68) ou l’élément de commande (76), l’élément d’actionnement (58) étant accouplé de manière mobile à la base ;

un élément de transmission (46), accouplé opérationnellement à l’élément d’actionnement et à l’autre élément, la broche ou l’élément de commande, de sorte qu’un déplacement de l’élément d’actionnement entraîne un déplacement de l’élément de transmission par rapport à la base, un déplacement de l’élément de transmission par rapport à la base entraînant un déplacement de la broche par rapport à l’élément de commande ; et

une ou plusieurs roues (22), montées de manière rotative dans la base de support de charge et pouvant se déplacer entre une première position de roue, ne supportant pas la base, et une deuxième position, dans laquelle l’une ou les plusieurs roues peuvent supporter la base, et dans lequel le déplacement de l’une ou des plusieurs roues correspond au déplacement de la broche (68) par rapport à l’élément de commande (70).

10. Assemblage de base selon la revendication 9, comprenant en outre un couvercle (14), agencé sur la base en un point opposé aux roues, le couvercle supportant la base lorsque les roues de trouvent dans la première position de roue.

11. Assemblage de base selon l’une des revendications 9 et 10, dans lequel la surface (70a) de l’élément de commande (70) empêche en général le déplacement de la broche directement vers l’arrière et vers l’avant lors de son déplacement dans la position de retenue et hors de celle-ci.

12. Assemblage de base selon l’une quelconque des revendications 9 à 11, dans lequel la surface (70a) de l’élément de commande dirige en général la broche dans une trajectoire en boucle dans la position de retenue et hors de celle-ci.

13. Procédé de commande d’un assemblage de base (10), comprenant les étapes ci-dessous :

pompage d’un élément d’actionnement (58) pour déployer une ou plusieurs roues (22) afin de soulever un assemblage de base sur lesdites roues ;

entraînement de la réception d’une broche (68) dans une partie de retenue sur une surface à profil semi-plan en réponse au pompage ;

maintien des roues (22) dans une position déployée par l’intermédiaire de la broche retenue dans la partie de retenue ; et

pompage de l’élément d’actionnement (58) pour séparer la broche (68) de la partie de retenue et rétracter les roues (22) de la position déployée.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel l’étape d’entraînement de la réception d’une broche (68) comprend en outre le déplacement de la broche (68) d’une position étendue vers une position rétractée.

15. Procédé selon l’une des revendications 13 et 14, dans lequel la surface à profil semi-plan tourne lorsque la broche (68) est reçue dans la partie de retenue.

16. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 13 à 15, dans lequel les étapes entraînent le déplacement de la broche (68) dans une boucle essentiellement sans intersection par rapport à la surface profilée.
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